
The journey of becoming a Trauma
Informed Professional is powerful.  

It not only contains the scientific
components of the "why" we should
be doing things, but it also primes

the mind and soul for "how" we could
be doing things. This program

recharged my passion for care of
babies and families in the

NICU.  But more importantly, it
recharged my passion for taking

responsibility for my own personal
wholeness.  Amazing holistic

program. 
 

- TIP Graduate
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A continuous journey of self-discovery 
and growth moving towards excellence
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Pay-in-full tuition - $1498.00    $749
Installment 

       Option: 6 payments of $266.33  $141.50

3-hour SURGE Masterclass (value = $249.00)
8-Online Self Paced Modules (value = $997.00)
Digital copy 2nd Ed. of Transformative Nursing
in the NICU - 2021 (value = $65.00)
Monthly 90-minute Mastermind Sessions (value
= $1500.00)
Access to the 2018 and 2019 Science & Soul
Congress Proceedings (value = $500.00)
46 hours of continuing education credit (value
= $460.00)  
Membership to a closed Facebook group for
Trauma Informed Professionals (value =
priceless)

                   

                  TOTAL VALUE: $ 3,771.00 USD

You feel disconnected from your passion and
purpose
You know there is more to what you bring to
the babies and families you serve than tick
marks on a checklist 
You desire to share a deeper, more authentic
expression of yourself with the world
You want to create a legacy that touches lives
and impacts lifetimes 

This Journey is for YOU if...

The Feedback...

The program format has been developed to align with
the Institute for Credentialing Excellence (ICE)
standards and requirements for an assessment-based
certificate program.

This program has been endorsed by the NIDCAP
Federation International, Inc., the National Association
of Neonatal Nurses,, the Council of International
Neonatal Nurses and the National Association of
Perinatal Social Workers

This program has been awarded 46 continuing
education credits in accordance with 244 CMR 5.04
Massachusetts Board of Registration in Nursing

"It was such a personal endeavor that changed my life."
-Trauma Informed Professional

 

"Cost was my first consideration as I am not being
reimbursed for this investment, but the benefits far

outweighed the cost." -Trauma Informed Professional
 

"It changes everything, it changes how you are, how
you approach others." -Trauma Informed Professional 

 

"Loved the challenge of personal growth. There was
always an opportunity to grow. There is nothing like this

out there!" - Trauma Informed Professional
 

The Program... The Investment...

https://www.courses-caringessentials.net/store/A4b3ZynV

In celebration of the TIP program turing one-
year old, we are bringing back our PILOT
PROGRAM PRICING for a limited time!
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